VALVODETECT – THE INNOVATION
ENSURING CLEAN BAGS AND PALLETS
INDUSTRY

THE CUSTOMER

Chemical / food

ICL Ladenburg (BK Giulini GmbH)
operates production facilities for
food and beverages as well as
technical applications. Around
450 employees develop, produce, and sell additives for the food
industry to use in the production
of high-quality foods. The products for industrial application
are used as raw materials to
make cleaning agents and treat
metal surfaces, as technical additives for paints and lacquers
and as additives for the cosmetics and construction industries.
ICL Ladenburg is a wholly owned
subsidiary of the ICL Group based in Tel Aviv, Israel.

SYSTEM
Greif-Velox ValvoDetect for
pneumatic packer BVP

CHALLENGE
Prevent incorrectly sealed bags
to reduce claims and cleaning
costs

INITIAL SITUATION
Every year the ICL site in Ladenburg, Baden-Wurttemberg, had
claims and cleaning costs totaling at least EUR 20,000. This was
primarily caused by individual
bags that were not sealed correctly and leaked, contaminating
entire pallets of product.

For a suitable monitoring system, he turned to the development team at Greif-Velox.

THE SOLUTION:
GREIF-VELOX ValvoDetect
In its analysis, the team was able
to determine the reasons behind the faulty seals:
Certain bags were positioned incorrectly on the ﬁlling spouts due
to deviations or faulty settings of
the bag carriage immediately before the sealing process. Depending on the angle, this can mean
that one side is not completely
sealed, allowing the product to
escape and ultimately contaminating entire pallets. Based on
these ﬁndings, Greif-Velox developed ValvoDetect as a special
feature for the BVP pneumatic
packer, which ensures that faulty
bags can be identiﬁed and remo-

THE CHALLENGE
Plant Director Thomas Jörder
was looking for a solution to considerably reduce claims costs
from the incorrectly sealed bags.
“A top-quality product should
not be getting poorly rated based on a contaminated pallet,”
says the plant director.

GREIF-VELOX.COM

ADVANTAGES

A

Fewer claims and lower
cleaning costs

B

C

Higher end customer
satisfaction
Improved brand reputation

Fig.: The laser automatically detects incorrect positions of the bag valves in relation to the welding sonotrodes.

ved from the ﬁlling line before
they reach the pallet.
It uses two additional optical
sensors that check whether the
bag valve is positioned correctly
in relation to the welding sonotrodes before the sealing process. If this is not the case (s. ﬁg.),
the sealing process may not be
eﬀective. The bag can then be
directly removed from the line.
Depending on the settings, operators can also have the machine stop automatically in order to
readjust the bag position or only
have the machine record the irregularities statistically without
stopping operation.

To sum it up, Plant Director Jörder describes the ValvoDetect as
“absolute added value” for the
company: “Not to mention that
we also have happier customers
and a better reputation on the
market!”

THE RESULT

“

„Greif-Velox ValvoDetect is an absolute added value for the company. Not to mention that we also
have happier customers and a
better reputation on the market.“
THOMAS JÖRDER

Plant Director at ICL
in Ladenburg

„

By
using
the
Greif-Velox
ValvoDetect in conjunction with
the BVP pneumatic packer, ICL
Ladenburg saves around EUR
20,000 in claims costs ever year,
as well as high expenditures in
complaint management. Other
users report that, with a faulty
bag rate of 0.5%, they were able
to recover EUR 9,000 through
complaints to the bag manufacturer alone, and save another
EUR 8,000 in cleaning costs.
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